Abstract. Given an orthogonal connected arrangement of line-segments, Minimum Corridor Guarding(MCG) problem asks for an optimal tree/closed walk such that, if a guard moves through the tree/closed walk, all the line-segments are visited by the guard. This problem is referred to as Corridor-MST/Corridor-TSP (CMST/CTSP) for the cases when the guarding walk is a tree/closed walk, respectively. The corresponding decision version of MCG is shown to be NP-Complete [1] . The parameterized version of CMST/CTSP referred to as k-CMST/k-CTSP, asks for an optimal tree/closed walk on at most k vertices, that visits all the linesegments. Here, vertices correspond to the endpoints and intersection points of the input line-segments. We show that k-CMST/k-CTSP is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) with respect to the parameter k. Next, we propose a variant of CTSP referred to as Minimum Link CTSP(MLC), in which the link-distance of the closed walk has to be minimized. Here, link-distance refers to the number of links or connected line-segments with same orientation in the walk. We prove that the decision version of MLC is NP-Complete, and show that the parameterized version, namely b-MLC, is FPT with respect to the parameter b, where b corresponds to the link-distance. We also consider another related problem, the Minimum Corridor Connection (MCC). Given a rectilinear polygon partitioned into rectilinear components or rooms, MCC asks for a minimum length tree along the edges of the partitions, such that every room is incident to at least one vertex of the tree. The decision version of MCC is shown to be NP-Complete [2] . We prove the fixed parameter tractability of the parameterized version of MCC, namely k-MCC with respect to the parameter k, where k is the number of rooms.
Introduction
Geometric covering is one of the fundamental problems in computational geometry, in which one has to cover geometric objects (e.g., points, lines, disks, squares or rectangles) with other geometric objects, satisfying some optimization requirements. Most geometric covering problems are NP-hard even in rectilinear (lines/ line-segments parallel to x or y axis) domains [3] . In this paper, we focus on one of such problems referred to as corridor guarding problems. Given a connected orthogonal arrangement of line-segments, Minimum Corridor Guarding(MCG) problem asks for an optimal tree/closed walk, such that if a guard moves through the tree/closed walk, all the line-segments are visited by the guard. The length of the tree/closed walk is the total length of edges used by tree/closed walk. If the guarding walk is a tree/closed walk, then the problem is referred to as Corridor-MST/Corridor-TSP( Figure 1 ). The decision version of Corridor-MST/Corridor-TSP asks whether there exists a tree/closed walk with edge length at most W that visits all the line-segments in L, where W is an integer given as part of the input.
Motivated by the applications in VLSI, we pose another related problem referred to as minimum link corridor-TSP(MLC) as follows: Given an orthogonal connected arrangement L of line-segments, find a minimum link-distance closed walk visiting all the linesegments (Figure 2 ). Decision version of MLC asks whether there exists a closed-walk, Another problem that we consider is the Minimum Corridor Connection (MCC) problem. Given a rectilinear polygon partitioned into rectilinear components/rooms, MCC asks for a minimum length tree such that every room in the polygon is incident to one of the vertices of the tree ( Figure 3 ). The decision version of MCC checks whether there exists a tree with edge length at most W , such that at least one of the vertices of every room is incident to the tree, where W is an integer given as part of the input. Applications of geometric covering problems are encountered in telecommunications, especially in VLSI design. One of the design issues in layout design of VLSI is to minimize the length of the wire used, which reduces the cost of physical wiring required and also reduces the electrical hazards of having long wires in the interconnection. Another design issue is to reduce the number of links(bends) in a path connecting two points in the board. Signals are transmitted in two layers of wires, with one set running horizontally and the other vertically. Switching from one direction to another, introduces some resistance along the path. Hence, it is desirable to limit the number of such switching activity. Reducing the number of links has applications in robotics, wireless communications, space travel, and others where turning is a relatively expensive operation.
Complexity Status:The decision version of MCG is proved to be NP-Complete [1] . Dumitrescu et al [7] presented the only polynomial-time approximation algorithm for MCG with a ratio of O(log 3 n), where n is the number of line-segments in the input. The decision version of MCC is NP-Complete [2] . Bodlaender et al. [2] , proved that MCC is strongly NP-hard and provided a subexponential-time exact algorithm. For some special cases depending on the type of rooms, Bodlaender et al. [2] also proposed a polynomial-time constant factor approximation algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, the parameterized complexity of MCG, MLC and MCC are not studied till date. Parameterized Complexity[8,9,10,11]: Parameterized complexity offers another framework for solving NP-hard problems by measuring their running time in terms of one or more parameters, in addition to the input size. A problem with input instance of size n, and with a non-negative integer parameter k, is fixed-parameter tractable(FPT), if it can be solved by an algorithm that runs in O(f (k).n c )-time, where f is a computable function depending only on k, and c is a constant independent of k [10] . A parameterized reduction from a parameterized language L to another parameterized language L is a function such that, given an instance (
We recommend the interested reader to [10] for a more comprehensive overview of the topic. We refer to the parameterized version of the problems as k-CMST/k-CTSP, b-MLC and k-MCC for Corridor-MST/Corridor-TSP, Minimum link CTSP and Minimum Corridor Connection respectively. 
k-MCC (k-Minimum Corridor Connection)
Input: A rectilinear polygon P partitioned into {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k } rectilinear components or rooms. Parameter: k, The number of partitions or rooms. Output: A minimum length tree along the edges of the partitions such that all k rooms are visited. In the above definitions, a line-segment l is said to be visited by a tree/walk, if any of the vertices in the tree/walk is incident to one of the endpoints or intersection points created by l with other line-segments. A room is said to be visited by a tree when it is incident to one of the vertices of the tree. Our Results: We investigate the fixed-parameter tractability of Corridor guarding and corridor connection problems(defined above). We show that the decision version of MLC is NP-Complete and devise an FPT algorithm for an input instance with bounded number of intersections, m in each line-segemt. The FPT results of MCG, MLC and MCC have been summarized in the following table:
Organization of the paper: In Section 2, we discuss the preliminaries and existing FPT results referred in our proposed algorithms. In Section 3, we present the parameterized reductions and algorithms for the problems under consideration. Conclusion and future work are discussed in Section 4.
Preliminaries
In this section we define terms and notations that are used in this paper. [12, 13] for the standard definitions and notations related to graphs. Connected vertex cover: A vertex cover S ⊆ V of an undirected graph G is a subset of its vertices such that for every edge {u, v} of the graph, either u or v is in S. If the vertex cover induces a connected subgraph, then it is referred to as connected vertex cover (CVC). Given a graph G = (V, E) and an integer k ≥ 0, decision version of CVC checks whether, there exists a vertex cover C for G containing at most k vertices, such that the C induces a connected subgraph and this is proved to be NP-Complete [14] . Two weighted variants of Connected vertex cover namely Tree Cover and Tour Cover [15, 16, 17] are derived by introducing a weight function w: E → IR + , and requires that the cover must induce a connected subgraph satisfying some weight constraints. Both the problems were introduced by Arkin et.al and were proved to be NP-Complete [16] and has a constant 3-factor approximation algorithm. Given a graph G = (V, E, w) where w : E → IR + , an integer l ≥ 0, and a real number W > 0, l-Tree Cover finds a Tree T = (V , E ) of G with V ⊆ V and E ⊆ E, V | ≤ l and e∈E w(e) ≤ W such that V is a vertex cover for G, where l is the parameter. If the problem asks for a closed walk instead of tree, then it is referred to as l-Tour Cover. Both l-Tree Cover and l-Tour Cover were later shown to be FPT by Guo.
Lemma 1 ([18], Corollary 3). l-Tree Cover and l-Tour Cover can be solved in O((2l) l ) and O((4l)
l )-time, respectively.
Group Steiner Tree(GST):
GST is a generalization of Steiner tree(ST) problem for graphs. ST problem can be defined in a variety of settings [19] . The general version of ST is defined as: Given an undirected graph G = (V, E, w) with non-negative edge-weights and a subset of vertices Y ⊆ V , usually referred to as terminals, the ST problem in a graph finds a tree of minimum weight that contains all terminals (but may include additional vertices). Dreyfus and Wagner [20] designed a dynamic programming algorithm for ST problem which runs in FPT time with the number of terminals as parameter. Given a connected undirected edge-weighted graph G = (V, E, w) and k disjoint sets of terminals {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k }, GST finds a minimal tree T such that at least one terminal from each set S i is in T . The decision version of GST, DEC-DST decides whether there exists a tree T of total edge-weight at most m such that at least one terminal from each set S i is in T . DEC-DST is shown to be NP-Complete as it is a generalization of ST problem for graphs [21] . An FPT algorithm for parameterized version of unweighted GST is proposed recently, with the number of terminals as parameter [22] . Directed Steiner tree (DST): For DST, the input is a directed graph D = (V, A), a distinguished vertex r called as root, a set of terminals Y , and an additional integer k. This problem asks for a tree with at most k vertices such that, it has a directed path from r to all the vertices in Y . If the output tree needs to be an out-tree, then the problem is referred to as Directed Steiner out-tree. The weighted version of the problem has an additional integer input m, and the total edge weight of the output tree has to be at most m. Given a connected undirected graph G = (V, E, w) where
and an integer m, k-edgewt-GST finds a tree in G with total edge-weight at most m, that includes at least one vertex from each S i ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Parameterized version of Unweighted GST is shown to be in FPT by reducing it to parameterized version of unweighted DST for which, an FPT algorithm using Inclusion-Exclusion principle was proposed [22] .
Lemma 2 ([22], Lemma 1). The unweighted GST problem reduces to unweighted DST problem.
In this paper, we reduce the weighted version of GST, k-edgewt-GST to weighted version DST which we refer to as k-edgewt-DST. Given a Directed graph G = (V , E , w ) where w : E → IR + , a distinguished vertex r ∈ V , a set of terminals S ⊆ V where |S| = k and an integer m, k-edgewt-DST finds an out-tree with edge-weight at most m in G that is rooted at r and that contains all the vertices of S. In our work, the algorithm we use for k-edgewt-DST is essentially the same as that of optimal steiner tree by Fomin et al. [23] .
Lemma 3 ([23], Corollary 1). There is a
Computational geometry [24, 25, 26] deals with designing algorithms and data structures for problems defined in terms of basic geometrical objects such as points, line-segments and polygons. A line is an unbounded infinite set of points with zero-width that is convex and contains the shortest path between any of the two points in it. Line-segment is a closed subset of a line contained between two points, which are called endpoints. A polygon is a region of plane bounded by a finite collection of line-segments, forming a simple closed curve. The edges of a polygon are the maximal line-segments on the boundary of the polygon. The vertices of a polygon are the intersection points of its edges. In this paper, the lengths mentioned are Euclidean distance. The number of straight line-segments in a path/tour is often referred to as the link-distance or the link length of the path/tour. A covering tour having a minimum link-distance is called a minimum link tour. Arrangements: Let S be a finite set of line-segments in the Euclidean plane. An arrangement of S is defined as the subdivision of the plane induced by these line-segments. It consists of vertices, edges, and faces. To avoid confusion with vertices and edges of a graph, we use the term segment-vertices and segment-edges respectively for vertices and edges of an arrangement. Segment vertices contain all the intersection points and may also contain some of the endpoints. We define segment-degree as the number of segment-edges connected to a segment-vertex. Sweep line algorithms use an imaginary sweep line or sweep surface to solve various problems in Euclidean space. The idea behind algorithms of this type is to imagine that a line is swept or moved across the plane, stopping at some events defined. A Recilinear Tour on a set of objects (points, lines, segments and polygons) is a closed walk that visits a set of input objects and is made up of rectilinear lines. A lot of work has been done in the area of point covering by rectilinear tour with minimum links [27, 28, 29, 30] . Point covering rectilinear tour of b links or b link point-tour is defined as: Given a set of n points in a plane, is there a rectilinear tour of b links which covers all the points?
Lemma 4 ([3], Theorem 1). The decision version of b-link point tour is NP-complete.

Our Results
In this section, we present FPT algorithms for k-CMST, k-CTSP, b-MLC and k-MCC. k-CMST and k-CTSP are proved to be FPT by transforming the input instance to a graph instance, and then using the FPT results of Tree Cover and Tour Cover problem of graphs(Lemma 1). Another FPT algorithm is also proposed for k-CMST and k-CTSP by considering the geometric instance as such. A branching algorithm is proposed for b-MLC assuming that each line-segment in the input instance has a bounded number of intersections m. k-MCC is proved to be FPT by a series of parameterized reductions and then using the FPT result for k-edgewt-DST(Lemma 3).
An FPT algorithm for k-CMST/k-CTSP
Here, we show that the problem of solving k-CMST or k-CTSP on an instance (L, k), is equivalent to the problem of solving l-Tree Cover or l-Tour Cover on an instance (G ls , l) constructed from the arrangement of line-segments. Before transforming the instance into a graph instance, we preprocess the input by removing those segment-edges, whose removal does not affect the existence or absence of a solution. For the preprocessing of L, we have to identify isolated segment-edges and segment-bounding rectangles in L which we define as follows: For identifying isolated segment edges and segment-bounding rectangles, sweep line algorithms can be used. Preprocessing:After identifying the isolated segment-edges and segment-bounding rectangles, we perform the following preprocessing steps on (L, k): 1. Remove isolated segment-edges from the arrangement, if any. 
Lemma 5. k-CMST/k-CTSP on an arrangement L has an YES-instance iff k-CMST/k-CTSP on the preprocessed instance L has an YES-instance.
Proof.
Step 1 in the preprocessing removes those segment-edges whose corresponding isolated endpoint is not part of the tree/closed walk. Any minimal tree/tour cover which visits the removed line-segment definitely visits the intersection point and not the isolated endpoint. This is to avoid the length of the isolated segment-edge in tree/closed walk. In step 2, any tree/closed walk that visits the line-segments h T , h B , v L and v R , visits all the line-segments contained in the component formed by them. Hence, the solution for L is a solution for the original input L of the k-CMST/k-CTSP problem. Hence, k-CMST/k-CTSP on an arrangement L has an YES-instance iff k-CMST/k-CTSP on the preprocessed instance L has an YES-instance.
Lemma 6. k-CMST/k-CTSP on an input instance (L , l) has an YES-instance iff l-Tree Cover/l-Tour Cover in its corresponding G ls has an YES-instance.
Proof. It is clear by construction and preprocessing that, each of the line-segments in L is mapped to one of the edges in G ls . So, if there exists a tree/tour visiting all linesegments in L with at most l vertices, then the corresponding vertices in G ls induces a tree/tour which covers all the edges. Also, if any of the line-segments in L is not visited by k-CMST/k-CTSP, then the corresponding edge in G ls is not covered by l-Tree Cover/l-Tour cover. Hence, there exists a CMST/CTSP on l vertices in L if and only if there exists a Tree/Tour Cover in G ls of size l. 
Since the upper bound of l is O(k), k-CMST and k-CTSP is shown to be FPT as follows:
Theorem 1. k-CMST and k-CTSP on an arrangement L is FPT with a run-time of
An Improved FPT algorithm for k-CMST/k-CTSP
In this section, we propose an alternate algorithm for k-CMST/k-CTSP which considers the geometric instance, rather than converting it to a graph instance. The algorithm uses the following lemma:
Lemma 7. Let L be the connected arrangement of line-segments. If there is line-segment l in L intersected by more than k line-segments, then the instance (L, k) is a NO instance for k-CMST. If l is intersected by more than k/2 line-segments, then the instance is a NO instance for k-CTSP.
Proof. Let l i be the line-segment intersected by m line-segments, where m > k. The proof is obvious since, to visit the m line-segments which intersect l i , an optimal solution of k-CMST and k-CTSP selects the segment-vertices in the following ways:
1. All the m intersection points in l i or 2. any one of the endpoint of m line-segments or 3. the intersection points it makes with line-segments other than l i . In all the above cases, the number of vertices in the tree/closed walk is greater than k. So any input containing L i will be a NO instance.
Corollary 1. The maximum intersections possible for a line-segment l in a YES instance of k-CMST is k, and k/2 for k-CTSP.
The input for branching algorithm Rec-CMST/CTSP for k-CMST/CTSP has an additional argument v, which is a segment-vertex in the arrangement. Initially, this vertex is the start vertex for the tree/closed walk. If we start with a vertex which is not part of the tree/closed walk, the branching algorithm may return a NO, even when the input is a YES instance. Hence, the algorithm is invoked for a maximum of k times for k-CMST and k/2 times for k-CTSP(Corollary 1).
Algorithm Rec-CMST/CTSP(L, v, k)
Input: <L, v, k>, where L is an orthogonal arrangement of line-segments , v is a segmentvertex with segment-degree ≥ 2 and k is a non-negative integer Output: S, a minimal tree/closed walk on at most k vertices 1: If L has a line-segment which is intersected by more than k or (k/2) line-segments, then return NO for k-CMST(k-CTSP). 
Theorem 2. There is an
Consequently, these problems are FPT.
Proof. In the proposed algorithm, branching starts with one of the k intersection points in any one of the line-segments for k-CMST and k/2 for k-CTSP respectively(Note that if we start with an isolated end-point, the branching algorithm may return a NO, even when the input is a YES instance. So we restrict the degree of segment vertex to be ≥ 2). One of the k or k/2 points in any line-segment has to be the part of the tree/closed walk since each and every line-segment has to be visited. The maximum depth of the tree with four way branching is k, and maximum number of invocations is k or (k/2) (Corollary 1). So, the algorithm runs in time
Hardness proof of b-MLC
In this section, we reduce b-link point tour to b-MLC. Since b-link point tour is proven to be NP-Complete(Lemma 4), b-MLC is also NP-complete.
Theorem 3. b-MLC is NP-complete.
Proof. To show that the decision version of the problem is in NP, we show that a certificate consisting of sequence of line-segments can be verified in polynomial time, and the verifying algorithms checks if the line-segments in the sequence forms a closed walk, visits all the line-segments, and has at most b link-distance. Now, we want to prove that if there is a b-link tour connecting the n points, then there is a closed walk visiting all 4n line-segments with at most b link-distance. It is obvious from the construction, that each of the line-segments share one of its endpoints with at least one of the n points.
Also, if the input instance is a NO-instance, the reduced instance is also a NO instance. Suppose the points cannot be connected with an b-link tour, then any closed walk connecting the line-segments has link-distance more than b, since any closed walk of linesegments using the intersection points has more number of links than the tour traversed using n points. The construction of the new instance can be done in polynomial time. Therefore, b-link point cover can be reduced to b-MLC in polynomial time. Thus, b-MLC is NP-complete.
An FPT algorithm for b-MLC with bounded intersections
In this section, we propose an FPT algorithm for b-MLC. We assume that the maximum number of intersections possible in a line-segment is m. We first preprocessthe input connected arrangement of line-segments L using the steps mentioned in Section 3.1. Note that, here the parameter b is not affected in the preprocessing. The branching algorithm takes an additional argument v which is a segment-vertex in the arrangement. Initially, this vertex is the start vertex of the closed walk. If we start with a segment-vertex which is not part of the closed walk, the algorithm returns a NO, even when the input is a YES instance. Hence, the algorithm is executed a maximum of m times. Proof. In the branching algorithm described above, the maximum depth of the tree with four branches is 4((m) + 1) (segment degree for a segment-vertex is at most four, and maximum link-distance possible in one of the four orientations is (m + 1)). The number of invocations is at most m, the algorithm runs in time O * ((m)(4(m + 1) b )).
An FPT algorithm for k-MCC
In this section, we use two parameterized reductions to prove that k-MCC is FPT. Firstly, we transform the instance of k-MCC, an orthogonal polygon P partitioned into rectilinear partitions P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k } to a Disj-Polygon-decomp graph G pd = {V pd , E pd , w} where w: E pd → IR + by the following steps( Figure 3 ): 1. The vertex set V pd is constructed as follows:
The edge set E pd is constructed as follows: E pd =E in ∪ E between where E in ={ (x i , y i ),| x i and y i are endpoints of line-segments ∈ P i .} E between ={ (x i , y j ) | x i and y j corresponds to an endpoint shared by P i and P j .} 3. The weight of edge e corresponding to a line-segment l i is assigned as follows:
Proof. If there is a corridor connection of length at most m visiting all k rooms, the corresponding vertices in G pd induces a GST of edge-weight at most m. If any of the k rooms is not visited, then none of the terminals in the corresponding group is included in GST. In the other direction, if there is a GST with total edge length at most m, then the corresponding line-segments in MCC form a corridor connection of total length at most m. So, there exists an instance of k-MCC with length at most m visiting all k rooms if and only if there exists an instance in k-edgewt-GST with edge length m covering all k groups of terminals. 
Lemma 9. k-edgewt-GST has a parameter preserving reduction to k-edgewt-DST.
Proof. The reduction for the weighted version of GST to DST is analogous to the reduction from unweighted-GST to unweighted-DST (Lemma 2). Details have been omitted due to space constraints and are included in the appendix. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the parameterized complexity of Corridor guarding and connection problems, which comes under the class of covering problems in computational geometry. We developed parameterized algorithms for both of the corridor guarding problems (CMST and CTSP) which runs in O * ((2k) k ) and O * ((4k) k )-time respectively. An improved algorithm which considers the geometric instance is also proposed for the same. We proposed a variant of corridor-TSP in which the number of links in the closed walk has to be minimized. We showed that the decision version of the problem is NP-Complete and the parameterized version, b-MLC is FPT with a run-time of O * (m(4(m + 1)) b ), where b is the number of links and m is the bound on number of intersections in one line-segment. We also showed that k-MCC is FPT and takes O * (2 klogk )-time. Future work includes the notion of incorporating visibility of line-segments or rooms, in addition to the notion of visiting line-segments or rooms. Another direction of work related to MLC problem is finding a tree with minimum number of links or link-diameter.
In this dynamic programming algorithm, the computation is made in a bottom-up fashion, saving all the partial solutions which are needed for later computations. This approach takes exponential space complexity. To alleviate this problem, equation (1) is applied in top down manner which results in an increased running time. We can avoid this by considering only some selected partitions called roughly balanced partitions. Roughly balanced Partitions: An α-separator of a graph G is a set of nodes S, where α lies between 0 and 1, if the vertex set V\S can be partitioned into two vertex sets V X and V X of size at most αn each, such that no vertex of V X is adjacent to any vertex of V X . A Steiner separator partitions the tree into two partitions X and X , each one containing at most αk terminals. Fomin et.al [23] uses the fact that every Steiner tree on a teminal set Y , |Y| = k ≥ 3, has a 2/3 Steiner separator of cardinality one. Using the Steiner separator, partitions are created which are referred as roughly balanced partitions. Let Rough(s, Y ) be the set of partitions created by the steiner separator s for ST with the set of terminals Y .
Roughly balanced partitions are useful only when top down approach is used. The size of D is polynomial in the size of G (only an addition of k+1 vertices and 2(E+V ) edges), and hence we can construct D in time polynomial in the size of G. The parameter k is preserved in this reduction. Now we must show that G has a GST of total edge-weight at most m only if D has an out-tree rooted at r with total edge-weight m. Suppose G contains a tree T with edge-weight at most m that includes at least one vertex from each S i . Then this tree with the same weight m is also contained in D which can be accessed from r using one of the (r, u) arc for some u ∈ V. Thus we have a directed out-tree with edge-weight at most (m + k + 1) containing r and all vertices in S.
Conversely, let T be a directed Steiner out-tree with total edge-weight at most (m + k +1). T has paths from r to each of the S i 's. Here, there exists exactly one path from root to each of the terminal set S i ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If two paths are selected from the same group of terminals, the resultant path has a total edge-weight of (2k +m+1) > (m+k +1) which contradicts our assumption of total edge-weight being at most m + k + 1. If any one of the group S i is omitted, then T must omit s i . Since s i is connected to all of the terminals in group S i , it is a contradiction. Thus G contains a tree with edge-weight at most m that includes at least one vertex from each S i , if and only if there exists an out-tree in D with edge-weight at most m + k + 1 containing all vertices of S, and rooted at r.
